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 A quantum leap for 
gender equality: For a 
better future of work 
for all 

Rules of the game: 
An introduction to the 
standards-related 
work of the ILO 

broader public. The 2019 edition, coincides with the 

ILO’s centenary, describes recent developments, 

including the new instruments adopted, the launch of 

the Standards Centenary Initiative, which is intended 

to strengthen the supervisory system. 

https://www.ilo.org/global/standards/information-

resources-and-

publications/publications/WCMS_672549/lang--

en/index.htm 

 

Publisher: ILO-Geneva 

Exports to jobs: 
Boosting the gains 
from trade in South 
Asia 

The book breaks new 

ground by examining 

the impact of turning to 

more exports on wages, 

jobs, and the creation 

of more regular jobs in 

South Asia. Traditionally, 

economic research 

on the relationship 

between globalization 

and labour markets has  
focused on the impact of falling tariffs or rising imports. 

This report uses a novel way to estimate the relationship 

between exports and their effect on labour markets. 

 

https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---asia/---ro-

bangkok/---ilo-

colombo/documents/publication/wcms_673459.pdf 

 

Publishers: ILO and World Bank 

The report provides 

a brief brief present-

ation of the ILO’s 

standards policy with  

a view to facilitating 

understanding and 

ownership by the ILO’s 

traditional constituents, 

as well as the United 

Nations system, non-

specialists and the 

The ILO has worked 

closely with the 

Bangladesh Government 

to help achieve gender-

sensitive policy aims and 

to correct the many 

gender imbalances 

throughout the world  

of work. In 2014, the 

Canadian Government 

teamed up with the  

of work, they must ultimately all unite to reinforce each 

other. Reaching this significant point in the journey is 

both rewarding and humbling. It is rewarding since 

today we know much more about the gender gaps in 

the world of work and what fuels them. 

 

https://www.ilo.org/global/publications/books/WCMS_6

74831/lang--en/index.htm 

 

Publisher: ILO-Geneva 

This “culmination report” 

brings together the 

learning and insights 

gained in the context  

of the Initiative. All the 

findings of the Initiative 

indicate that, while there 

are many paths to 

addressing gender 

equality in the worldut 
the gender gaps in the 

Breaking gender 
barriers in the world of 
work 

Government of Bangladesh and the ILO to fund the 

Bangladesh Skills for Employment and Productivity (B-SEP) 

Project, to reach out women of all ages – not just youth – 

especially in remote and marginalized areas with skills 

training in non-traditional (male-dominated) occupations, 

followed by assistance with finding jobs that rely on those 

skills. 

 

https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---asia/---ro-

bangkok/---ilo-

dhaka/documents/publication/wcms_655158.pdf 

 

Publisher: ILO Bangladesh 
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The study aims to 

provide policy 

recommendations for 

improving social security 

coverage (BPJS 

Ketenagakerjaan or 

BPJS TK), by exploring 

how social security 

schemes are imple-

mented in different 

sectors and revealing 

the attitude in social  

security between different types of employment and 

different chains. 

 

https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---asia/---

ro-bangkok/---ilo-

jakarta/documents/publication/wcms_673544.pdf 

 

Publisher: ILO-Indonesia 

Challenges and ways 
forward to extend social 
protection to all in Timor-
Leste: Assessment-
based national dialogue 
report 

Social security gap 
in the coffee sector 
in Indonesia 

The report collates the 

current development 

challenges for social 

protection in Timor-Leste. 

It covers the social 

protection schemes in 

place for each of the four 

social protection floor 

guarantees the policy  
gaps and implementation issues, recommendations, a 

rapid costing exercise to estimate the cost of advancing 

the social protection floor and a microsimulation 

exercise to estimate the potential impacts of reforms. 

 

https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---asia/---ro-

bangkok/---ilo-

jakarta/documents/publication/wcms_638103.pdf 

 

Publishers:  UN-ILO-Ministry of Social Solidarity 

 

For further information, visit:  

www.ilo.org/manila 

and 

http://labordoc.ilo.org 
 

 


